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If you are new to the subject of book design, there are a few terms and concepts

with which you should become familiar before you read on. All the following

subjects are all dealt with more fully in the rest of the book; this serves simply as

an introduction. A glossary can be found on PP-425-34.

The text panel and margins

The area of the page occupied by the printed text is called the text panel. The areas text panel

of white round the edge of the panel are the margins. The position of text panel is margins

defined by a grid which is repeated on every spread. This ensures that the arrange- grid

ment of text panel and margins is the same throughout the book.

grid shown in red

The pages of a book

When a book is opened you see two pages at a time. This pair of pages is called a

spread, laying out spread. When laying out a book - that is, placing text and illustrations onto the

pages - it is usual to work in spreads rather than individual pages because this is

what the reader is going to see:
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Some printed elements are placed outside the text panel in the margins of the

page. The most common of these are the page numbers, known as folios. folio

foot foot
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verso The left-hand page is called a verso and is always numbered with an even page

number.

recto The right-hand page is called a recto and is always numbered with an odd page

number.

head, foot The top of the page is called the head, and the bottom of the page, the foot.

gutter The bound inside edge of the page is called the gutter, and the outside edge of the

fore-edge page is called the fore-edge.
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folios placed in the foot margin
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Fonts

characters Individual letters, numbers, punctuation marks and symbols are called characters.

font A font is a series of designed alphabets and related characters, sold under a single

name for use together, for example, Garamond, Bembo or Fournier. The terms

typeface, face typeface and face are used to describe a single design within a font, such as Bembo

semi-bold or Garamond italic.

The two alphabets

Most fonts contain two versions of the alphabet, one in upper case or caps:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

and one in lower case:

upper case

lower case

roman Faces in which the main vertical strokes are upright and straight are called roman.

abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg

italic Faces in which the main vertical strokes are sloped or curved are called italic.

abcdefghij klmnopqrs tu vwxyz

Fonts known as expert fonts do not have a lower case alphabet. Instead they have expert

caps and small caps: small caps

Designs within a font can also vary in weight. This means that the strokes of each

character are made thinner or thicker. When font names include words such as

light, medium, semi-bold, bold or black this refers to the weight.

weight

light, medium,

abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Small caps are smaller in size than caps, but the weight of the strokes is the same.

semi·bold, bold, black

abcdefg
Formata light

abcdefg
Formata regular

abcdefg
Formata medium

abcdefg
Formata bold

Serifs

The additional horizontal and oblique strokes which terminate the main strokes of

a character are called serifs. serifs

Typefaces without these are called sans serif and often have names which include

the word sans: Gill sans, Scala sans.

Fonts for text setting or display setting

text fonts Text fonts are those which are suitable for use in continuous text, when a large number

continuous text of words are set in lines to form a block of text, such as the page of a novel. Display

display fonts fonts are those which are more suitable for display setting, that is, a small number of

display setting words set to catch the attention - for example, titles and headings. Some typefaces,

such as Requiem have a text font and a display font.

Requiem text font RST Requiem display font RST

GAW

GAW

11i~K

t h q k

sans serif

sans

regular, text

book, roman
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Different fonts name their text faces differently. They may be called regular, text,

book or roman: Albertina regular, Stone Print roman.
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A typeface which imitates handwriting is called a script. script

tlet-¥tdMJvLr'v¥lfY
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The characteristics of type

A line of lower case type can be divided into three parts: the x-height is the height

of the lower case x, and ascenders and descenders are those parts which fall above

the x-height and below the baseline - the line on which the lower case x sits.

Fonts have different x-heights, which means that two fonts printed in the same

point size will not look the same size:

ayxayhx
ascender

I
ascender

baseline

x-height

ascenders, descenders

The size of type is measured in units called points (shortened to pt). One point is

equivalent to approximately 0.35 mm.

set, stroke

The x-height, however, is not given a numerical value. Fonts are simply described

as having a large x-height or a small x-height.

Fonts differ in width in proportion to their height. The width of a font is called its

set. This does not refer to the width of the strokes - the lines which form each letter

- but to the width of the letters themselves. It is best demonstrated by comparing

alphabets. This font, called Stone Print roman, has a narrow set:

x-height

I
descender

1
descender

baseline .........,. '" .... ............ , .« '*

points

6 pt

8 pt
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

10 pt
This font, called Bauer Bodoni roman, has a wide set:

12 pt

14 pt abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
18 pt

24 pt

The precise measurement of type varies between typefaces, but broadly speaking

it is taken from the top of the ascenders to the bottom of the descenders:

The amount of space between the characters of a font is called the fit. This is fit

determined by the designer of the typeface. The process of increasing or decreas-

ing the amount of space between a pair of characters is called kerning. Typesetting kerning

programs allow designers to adjust the fit of a word or line of type. This is called

tracking or ICS (inter-character spacing). tracking,ICS

ay iXT aynx )p,
~__L

inter-character spacing minus SICS

inter-character spacing OICS

inter-character spacing SiCS
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Setting the text panel

typesetting, setting Typesetting, or setting, is a term used to describe the process by which text is put

into the text panel of a page. It is also used to describe the finished product - a

piece of setting. The act of putting text into a particular typeface, size, leading and

formatting alignment is called formatting.

In ranged right setting, lines of uneven length are lined up on the right-hand side: ranged right

in little huts heaped up around these makeshift kremlins. And it wa
evident that these were new settlers. Previously, when the Tartar

raided these parts, making forays ove

Alignment of text

measure The width of the text panel is called the measure. When text is set so that all the

lines fill the measure and line up both on the left- and right-hand sides, the setting

justified is described as justified.

and in centred setting, lines of uneven length are set on a central axis:

in little huts heaped up around th

F
Ise makeshift kremlins. And it was

evident that these were new sett ers. Previously, when the Tartars
raided these parts, aking forays over

centred

ived in little huts heaped up around these makeshift kremlins.

d it was evident that these were new settlers. Previously, whe

e Tartars raided these parts, making forays over the grass

teppelands, the people had huddled inside earthen rampart

nd wooden walls. And these stronghold-dwellers had, for th

ain part, been not even useful tillers of the soil, but soldier

I( measure ) I

Not all text aligns with the edge of the text panel. In some cases, such as extracts,

it is set to a narrower measure within the text panel. This is called indented text. indented

acing an engraving of her monument by Banks (illustrated below), opens:

'ell has thy c1assick chisel, Banks, express'd
he graceful lineaments of that fine form.

his slim folio of elegiac sonnets and engravings after Reynolds, Fuseli and

8

Justified text is created by adjusting the spaces between the words in a line to fit the

width of the measure. Typesetting programs do this automatically.

When the spaces between words are all the same, the result is lines of unequal

ranged left length. The words can be set so that they all line up on the left. This is called

ragged right ranged left or ragged right setting.

'n little huts heaped up around these makeshift kremlins. And

't was evident that these were new settlers. Previously, when

e Tartars raided these parts, making forays over the grassy

teppelands, the people had huddled inside earthen ramparts

nd wooden walls. And these stronghold-dwellers had, for the

ain part, been not even useful tillers of the soil, but soldiers
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An indent is also used to signify the beginning of a new paragraph:

'homas Crawford and Sleeping Children by w. H. Rinehart (1859, Smithsonian

nstitute and elsewhere).8

lIn his chapter on Banks, published in 1830, Allan Cunningham observed:

this Simple monument has done more to spread the fame of Banks through

Text which projects out of the side of the text panel is said to be hung out.

81 lSamuel Smiles (1812-1902)

elf-Help (London and Melbourne, 1859)

lOne of the great Victorian best-sellers (still going strong in Japanese trans
ation today), Smiles's Self-Help; With nlustrations of Character and Conduct
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indent

hung out
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